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REGULATIONS FOR SHOWS AND JUDGES 

 

1. The WUBOX show rules are based on the current show rules of the FCI 

(http://www.fci.be/medias/EXP-REG-en-11012.pdf) as well as on the local kennel club organization of 

the respective organizing country of the WUBOX-SHOW.  

 

2. Once a year the WUBOX-SHOW takes place. Normally in May. 

 

3. All member countries of WUBOX can apply for the organization of the show. The application must 

include the submission of a dossier stating the location, the existing infrastructure (showground, 

parking, catering facilities. 

 

The apply for organizing the WUBOX-SHOW must be sent to the Show- and Judge-Committee, at least 

one month before the General Assembly the year before the show. 

 

4. The organizer agrees to transfer € 3,00 for each boxer listed in the catalogue to WUBOX. (except for 

entries in breeding groups, progeny groups and pair classes, as these boxers must already be entered 

in a regular class).  

4.1 For the organizer it is mandatory to publish a program, a registration form and the submission of a 
catalogue. The publication can be in paper form or electronically.  
 
4.2 The organizer must ensure that the chip number or tattoo number is given at the registration. 
See also point 10, WUBOX titles Ring of honor Saturday/Sunday 
 

 

5. The show is awarded by the delegates during the WUBOX General Assembly, latest the year before the 

next show. 

 

6. Judges.  

6.1. Show organizer country may suggest judges from WUBOX judges list and FCI international judges 

from other countries.     

6.1.1 The judge must be authorized by the FCI to judge the breed boxer.  

 

6.1.2 The judge must be approved by the national boxer club or a country with a mutual/reciprocal 

agreement for the approval of judges in FCI.  
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6.1.3. The judge must have judged a minimum of 3 years, from first time judging boxers in a 

national/international show. 

 6.1.4. The judges must have judges at least 3 Boxer Club Shows in 2 different countries outside his/her 

home country. 

 

6.1.5. The judge is not allowed to judge boxers in a European and World Winner Show or an Annual 

Winner Show in the same year as WUBOX-SHOW. Just normal special shows and of course all breed 

shows are allowed. 

6.1.6. The judges cannot judge in a WUBOX-SHOW in the next 2 years after judging on a WUBOX-

SHOW. 

 

6.1.7. All WUBOX member countries judges and FCI international judges from other countries are 

allowed to judge the WUBOX-SHOW.       

No judges from the same country can get invited within the next year (except for the organizing 

country). 

 

6.2. The Organizer of the WUBOX-SHOW must send Proposals for at least 6 Judges for the show, 

according to these rules. Together with this, the Organizer must send a short CV for each of the judges 

they have proposed.   

These documents must be sent to the Committee latest 2 weeks after the hosting of the show is 

confirmed. 

6.2.1 The Show-/Judges-Committee decides which judges may judge on the WUBOX-SHOW in 

question. 

 

6.2.2 The Committee shall, within 2 weeks of receipt of proposals to judges, notify which judges may 

judge. 

 

6.3. Invitation of judge procedure:  

 Signed contract should be received before registration is opened.  

 Judges traveling and judging expenses must be covered according with FCI rules as minimum.   

6.4 The registration portal for the WUBOX-SHOW should be available as soon as possible, but at the 

latest 4 month before the registration deadline. Organizer of a show should at same time also publish 

information about national certificates awarding rules.  

6.5 The registration for the show obliges the exhibitor to pay the entry fee and at the same time to 

accept the WUBOX-SHOW rules in the respective valid version.  

 

6.6 After registration the exhibitor will be informed whether his dog(s) has (have) been accepted. The 

necessary show documents will be handed over on the day of the show.  
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6.7 Dogs not listed in the catalogue may not be judged, unless their inclusion in the catalogue was 

omitted due to an oversight by the show management.  

 

6.8 Approval at every dog show, the well-being and health of the dogs must take precedence. The 

exhibitors are responsible for the welfare of the dogs at a FCI international dog show. It is forbidden to 

expose a dog to a situation that can be dangerous for its health and welfare, such as for example 

leaving it in the car in excessively hot or cold weather and/or treating it in a cruel manner. Violation of 

this ruling will result in exclusion from the ongoing and future dog shows according show ethic codes 

of WUBOX. Appendix 1. (Ethic codes). 

 

6.9 Only dogs that are registered in an FCI-approved stud book or its register are admitted. The show 

management is entitled to reject entries without giving reasons.  

 

6.10 Anyone who knowingly gives false information, makes changes or interventions to his dog or 

tolerates such that are likely to deceive the judge will be excluded from the event. Ratings, titles and 

prizes awarded at the show may be revoked. In case of recurrence a temporary or permanent show 

ban can be imposed by the WUBOX Board of Directors.  

 

6.11 Boxers cropped and/or docked, born after the 1st of January 2013 are not allowed to be shown.  

 

7. The judge’s decision is final. An objection against it is inadmissible. Any undue criticism of a judge 

decision will result in the loss of all awarded ratings, titles and prizes, as well as immediate expulsion 

from the show. Exclusion from all later events can also be imposed by the WUBOX Board (proposal to 

the WUBOX Board by the show management).  

 

8. If there is a formal inaccuracy, whether caused by the organizer, judge or exhibitor, every exhibitor 

concerned has the right to object to this. If the organizer of the show becomes aware of a formal 

inaccuracy on its own initiative, it is obliged to initiate the necessary investigations and steps. 

Objections to formal inaccuracies must be submitted to the show management on the day of the 

exhibition. Each objection must be accompanied by 200 EUR fee, which is forfeited in favor of the 

show management if the objection is rejected. The show director will decide on the appeal after 

hearing all parties involved. This decision can be appealed against in writing (registered letter) to the 

WUBOX Board within 8 days. The decision of the WUBOX Board is final.  

 

9. Exhibitors themselves are responsible for the timely presentation of the boxers. Each exhibitor is 

liable for damages caused by his dog.   
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10. Class Division  

The dogs shall be divided into the following classes:  

 

 Minor puppy class 3-6 month (with valid rabies vaccination for travel and by country conditions)  

 Puppy class from 6 to 9 month 

 Junior class* form 9 to 18 month 

 Intermediate class from 15 to 24 month  

 Open class from 15 month and over  

 Working class from 15 month and over (only with FCI working certificate)  

 Champion class from 15 month and over  

 Veteran class from 8 years and over > 

 Breeding groups  

 Progeny groups  

 Honor class (if permitted in the organizing country)  

 

* In countries where it is possible and permitted by FCI, the youth class can be divided into: junior class 

9-12 month and youth class 12-18 month.  

 

Also - depending on the show regulations of the organizing country - white boxers, a pair class as well 

as an “age freshness competition” (Veterans) can be held.  

 

To enter a dog in working class, the entry form must be accompanied by a copy of the FCI compulsory 

certificate, WCC (Working Class Certificate), containing the confirmation by the member country in 

which the holder and/or owner has his legal residence, and which not only lists the appropriate test in 

which the dog has successfully participated, but also lists the details of points (section A/B/C) of the 

test.  

 

Only boxers who have won a national or international title based on several claims (for example: 

International Champion, National Champions of the respective FCI countries) can be entered in the 

Champion Class  

 

Form values (according to the FCI judging or show rules in force)  

For the evaluation of the dogs in the youth, intermediate, open, working dog, champion and veteran 

classes, the following form values apply:  

 Excellent  

 Very good  

 Good  

 Sufficient  

 Disqualified  

 Cannot be judged  
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In the minor puppy and puppy class the following form values are awarded:  

 very promising  

 promising  

 not promising  

 

Award of titles in the course of this exhibition the following WUBOX titles will be awarded: 

 

Before being placed in the ring of honor, the steward will check the chip number or tattoo number of 

all four boxers qualified for placement. 

 

Saturday  

 WUBOX minor puppy winner (best minor puppy male / female and then best minor puppy), 

 3-6 month *with valid rabies vaccination  

WUBOX puppy winner (analog minor puppy winner), 6 – 9 months 

 

WUBOX Youth Winner fawn male   

WUBOX Youth Winner brindle male   

WUBOX Youth Winner fawn female   

WUBOX Youth Winner brindle female    

 WUBOX best junior male  

WUBOX best junior female  

 BIS JUNIOR (go to Ring of Honour on Sunday)  

 

Sunday  

WUBOX Working Winner fawn male  

WUBOX Working Winner brindle male  

WUBOX Working Winner fawn female  

WUBOX Working Winner brindle female  

 

Sunday  

WUBOX Winner fawn male (coming from Intermediate, Open and Champion Classes)  

WUBOX Winner brindle male (coming from Intermediate, Open and Champion Classes) 

WUBOX Winner fawn female (coming from Intermediate, Open and Champion Classes) 

WUBOX Winner brindle female (coming from Intermediate, Open and Champion Classes) 

WUBOX veteran winner fawn male  

WUBOX veteran winner brindle male  

WUBOX veteran winner fawn female  

WUBOX veteran winner brindle female  
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 Sunday (Ring of Honour) 

WUBOX best male (Working Winner and WUBOX Winner) 

WUBOX best female (Working Winner and WUBOX Winner) 

WUBOX best veteran male fawn 

WUBOX best Veteran male brindle 

WUBOX best Veteran female fawn 

WUBOX best Veteran female brindle 

BIS Junior from Saturday 

 BOB WUBOX  

BOS WUBOX  

 

The title of WUBOX Working Winner is awarded on the occasion of the WUBOX-SHOW to one male 

and one female each of the fawn and brindle color from the working class.  

 

The title of WUBOX Winner is awarded on the occasion of the WUBOX-SHOW to one male and one 

female each of the fawn and brindle color, which were rated “Excellent 1” from intermediate, Open 

and Champion Classes.  

 

The title of WUBOX Youth Winner is awarded on the occasion of the WUBOX-SHOW to one male and 

one female of each of the fawn and brindle color, which were rated "Excellent 1" in the junior class. (if 

a youth dog class is allowed, then this must be adjusted accordingly).  

 

The title of WUBOX Veteran Winner is awarded on the occasion of the WUBOX-SHOW to one male and 

one female of each of the fawn and brindle color.  

 

If white boxers can be exhibited in the country where the show is held, for example, a best white male 

or white female should be awarded. 


